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Figure 1. Compression of a scanned mechanical piece: once the geometry is decoded, the decoder
attaches a triangle e � w to the active border edge e. w is identified by the circumradius ρ(e � w) of
the original triangle which is divided by the length of e to be compact its histogram, which reduces
the entropy. The position of w in the list of vertices with the same quantized radius is then encoded.

Abstract

Among the mesh compression algorithms, different
schemes compress better specific categories of model. In
particular, geometry–driven approaches have shown out-
standing performances on isosurfaces. It would be expected
these algorithm to also encode well meshes reconstructed
from the geometry, or optimized by a geometric re–meshing.
GEncode is a new single–rate compression scheme that
compresses the connectivity of these meshes at almost zero–
cost. It improves existing geometry–driven schemes for gen-
eral meshes on both geometry and connectivity compres-
sion. This scheme extends naturally to meshes of arbitrary
dimensions in arbitrary ambient space, and deals gracefully
with non–manifold meshes. Compression results for sur-
faces are competitive with existing schemes.
Keywords: Geometric compression, Mesh compression,
Arbitrary dimensional meshes.

1. Introduction

The recent developments in Computer Graphics require
an increasing amount of processing time and generate big-
ger and bigger meshes. This development has been fol-
lowed by compression algorithms which improved on the
compression ratio, the range of models that can be encoded,
the ease of use and the algorithm performances. However,
they are still not fully adapted to the wide variety of mod-
els and applications of Computer Graphics: scans in artistic
and archaeological modelling, isosurfaces for medical and
mathematical visualization, re–meshed models for reverse
engineering, finite–element meshes for simulation, high–
dimensional meshes for solid representation, meshes with
high co–dimension for non–linear optimization. . . The per-
formances of each compression algorithm highly depend
on the nature of the model. Thus, specific compression
schemes should correspond to specific applications, in par-
ticular for the most time–consuming mesh generation algo-
rithm: reconstruction and the re–meshing.
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Figure 2. 3 ways of attaching
a simplex to a triangulation.
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Figure 3. A 2–manifold sim-
plicial complex.
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Figure 4. A non–pure, non–
manifold complex.

Related works. The first mesh-compression algorithms
were connectivity–driven, in the sense that the geometry en-
coding depends on the connectivity encoding rules.Among
those, theEdgebreaker [25, 22, 18, 16] performs well on
generic mesh, with guaranteed practical worst–case close
to the theoretical optimum [14]. On the other side,Va-
lence Coding [26, 7, 13] performs very well on meshes
with a regular connectivity and has been widely extended
since the original work. It has a theoretical asymptotic
compression rate close to the optimum [1], but performs
very well in practice. Some singularities of the mesh
can further be handled by specific algorithm, in particular
for the non–manifold case [10, 21]. These connectivity–
driven approaches can be extended to higher dimension, but
the complexity of the codes increases dramatically. Even
for tetrahedral meshes, the extensions of the surface ap-
proaches [11, 23, 12] are quite complex.

On the contrary, geometry–driven approaches [9] handle
gracefully complex connectivity. Still, the compression ra-
tios of the geometry are not yet optimal, as these schemes
are quite new to the community. However, for the case of
isosurfaces, specific compression schemes [24, 15, 17] out-
perform any connectivity–driven approach.

Contribution. In the case of scanned models, the recon-
struction algorithm computes the connectivity of the surface
only from the geometry. Therefore, a geometry–driven ap-
proach for these cases should not waste any byte in con-
nectivity. This is the goal of this work, which proposes
a new geometry–driven approach of meshes namedGEn-
code. GEncode actually encodes a mesh based on a local
geometric criterion (fig. 1), and if the encoded model can be
reconstructed with this criterion,GEncode will compress
its connectivity without wasting any byte in the compressed
stream. The geometry is encoded with an improved method
on binary space partitions, which takes the best parts of [9]
and [6]. This scheme is very general, and deals with simpli-
cial complexes of arbitrary dimension in any dimensional

space, even if the complex is non–pure, non–manifold or
non–orientable. This information is only used by the coder
and the decoder to optimize the algorithm and the compres-
sion ratio. For surface, the resulting compression ratios are
competitive with theEdgebreaker with the parallelogram
prediction.

Overview. This work is organized as follow. Section 2
recalls the basic notions of triangulations, expressed in ar-
bitrary dimension as our scheme works at that level of gen-
erality. Then section 3 describes the proposed scheme and
its extensions. Finally, section 4 provides some compres-
sion results on common surface models, and compares them
with theEdgebreaker.

2. Basic concepts

This section introduces the basic definitions that are used
in this work, especially the notion of triangulations (or sim-
plicial complexes) [3]. Among these, the class of simplicial
manifolds is the most widely used. They can be constructed
in an incremental manner (usually called advancing front
triangulation), which entails most of the mesh decoding al-
gorithms.

Triangulations. A triangle, or2–simplex, is the convex
hull of 3 affine independent points. More generally, ann–
simplexσ is the convex hull of(n + 1) affine independent
points in the space, called the vertices ofσ. A sub–simplex
τ of σ is the convex hull of a proper subset of its vertices.
We will say thatσ is incident to τ andτ is bounding σ.

A complex is a coherent collection of simplices, where
coherence means that the collection contains the sub–
simplices of each simplex and the intersection of any two
simplices. A complexK is pure of dimensiond if every
simplex inK is of dimensiond or is a sub–simplex of a
simplex of dimensiond belonging toK. Thegeometry of
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Figure 5. Encoding of a tetrahedral mesh in R
3 (left) and R

3 (left). The 1986 vertices of the solid
sphere (left, courtesy of Pierre Alliez) were compressed by [9] with 3433 bytes, by [6] with 3877 bytes
and by our method with 3429 bytes. The 192 vertices of the Cartesian product of a sphere and a
circle , (right, courtesy of Hélio Lopes) were compressed by [9] with 649 bytes, by [6] with 980 bytes
and by our method with 646 bytes. The coloured lines represent part of the traversal of the mesh by
the connectivity encoder.

a complex usually refers to the coordinates of its vertices
(0–simplex), while itsconnectivity refers to the incidence
of higher simplices on these vertices. A simplexσ can be
attached to a complexK by identifying a collection of sub–
simplices ofσ with some of the simplices ofK (fig. 2).
Such operation can alter the topology of the complex, and
its manifoldness.

Manifolds. A simplicial d–manifoldM is a pure simpli-
cial complex of dimensiond where for each vertexv, the
union of each open simplex containingv is homeomorphic
to an opend–ball B or the intersection ofB with a closed
half–space. This implies that each (d−1)–simplex bounds
either one or twod–simplices. The set of (d−1)–simplices
bounding only oned–simplex is called theborder of M .

For example, a2–complex is a surface (i.e.2–manifold)
if it has only vertices, edges and faces (0– 1– and 2–
simplices respectively) ; if each edge bounds either one or
two triangles ; and if the border does not pinch. Fig. 3
shows an example of2–manifold and Fig. 4 illustrates a 2–
complex that is neither pure nor a manifold.

Advancing front triangulations. Any triangulation can
be constructed by attaching a sequence of simplices to an
initial vertex. This property is intensively used in sur-
face reconstruction with advancing front triangulation al-
gorithms [19]. The problem here is close to the geometry–
driven approach to mesh compression: once the vertices are
transmitted, the algorithm must create a complex with the
given vertices. For reconstruction, the final complex must
approximate the original model, without additional infor-
mation. For compression, the decoder uses the coded infor-
mation to exactly match original model.

An example of reconstruction algorithm that we will
use to illustrate our algorithm is theBall Pivoting Algo-
rithm [4]. Having the position of each vertex and a given
radiusα, the algorithm reconstructs the surface by succes-
sively attaching one trianglet = e�w to a border edgee of
the complex being constructed. The vertexw is chosen to
minimize the circumradiusG(e, w) = ρ(t) and preserve the
manifoldness of the complex. Ift has circumradius greater
thanα, e is left as a border edge. Actually any local geom-
etry criterionG(e, w) can be performed in order to choose
w.

3. GEncode

The proposed encoding scheme works similarly to re-
construction algorithms, although it encodes continuously
the differences of the original and reconstructed mesh. It
first encodes the geometry of each vertex, in any ambient
space, using a simple k–d tree coding that is an improve-
ment of both [9, 6] (fig. 5). The algorithm encodes an initial
simplex and then works as an advancing front triangulation,
attaching at each step a simplexe � w to a border simplex
e. The difference is thatw is not always the one that mini-
mizes the geometric criterionG(e, w), but is encoded by its
position in a list of candidates. These candidates are cho-
sen from an encoded bound onG(e, w). To minimize the
entropy, that list is ordered by the geometric criterion.

3.1. Geometry encoding.

For the geometric encoding, we use a simple tree cod-
ing technique. This techniques works for vertices with an
arbitrary number of coordinates, allowing encoding meshes
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of arbitrary co–dimension. As in [9] and [6], the space is
divided with a particular binary space partition where each
separator is perpendicular to the axis (i.e. a k–d tree): the
axis alternates from one level to the other (X,Y,Z,X,Y. . . in
R

3), and the separator is always positioned at the middle of
each subdivided node (figs. 6, 6 and 6). The subdivision is
performed until each node contains only one vertex.
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Figure 6. Geometry encoding of [9]: the en-
coder encodes 5 on 32 bits, then 5 on �log2(6)�
bits, then 4 on �log2(6)� bits. The right vertex
position is then encoded. Then 2 is encoded
on �log2(5)� bits, 1 on 1 bit and 1 bit again.
Then each remaining vertex is encoded.

In [9], each node of the binary space partition is encoded
by the number of vertices#vl its left children contains. The
number of vertices of the other node#vr is simply deduced
by difference from the number of the known vertices of the
parent’s node#vf . This technique wastes many bits at the
beginning of the encoding, as the number of nodes must be
encoded on�log2(#vf + 1)� bits (fig. 6). But when there
is only one vertex in a node, its position is encoded by1 bit
for each level, which is optimal.
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Figure 7. Geometry encoding of [6]: the en-
coder encodes the following sequence: +0,
++, ++, 0+, ++, ++, 0+. Then follow 0+ and
+0 to reach the the desired number of bits.

[6] encodes each node by one of3 symbols:++ if both
children contain at least one vertex,+0 if only the left child
contains a vertex, and0+ if only the right one contains a
vertex (fig. 7). Note that at least one child must contain a
vertex, as the parent did. The encoding stops at a predefined
level. This method spends more bits at the end of the encod-
ing, since the decoder doesn’t know when there is only one
vertex in a node. Therefore, the encoder sendslog2(3) bit
for each level, which is greater than the1 bit of [9] for the
last part.

Our technique takes the best part of both. First, it en-
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Figure 8. Our geometry encoding: the en-
coder encodes the following sequence: +0,
+1 ant the right vertex is fully encoded. Then
++, 11, 11. The position of each remaining
vertex is then encoded.

codes each node by one of6 symbols:++ if both children
contains more than one vertex,+1 and1+ if one child con-
tains more than one vertex, and the other only one,11 if they
both contain only one vertex, and+0 and0+ if one child
contains more than one vertex, and the other child is empty
(fig. 8). With this encoding, the encoder detects when there
is only one vertex in a node, and then uses the technique
of [9]. The symbols do not have the same probability and
the coder takes that into account. Moreover, these probabil-
ities are used differently depending on the level of the node
to encode: nodes closer to the root are more frequently of
type++, whereas those are rare when going closer to the
leaves.

3.2. Connectivity encoding for surfaces.

Our scheme decodes the connectivity in an advancing
front manner, attaching at each step a trianglee � w to an
edgee of the active border, or by removinge from the ac-
tive border. More precisely, once the first triangle of the
connected component is decoded, its three bounding edges
are added to the active border. Then, one edge of the active
border is selected, for example the longest one (as described
below). The decoder then receives from the encoder two
numbers to choosew: the quantized radius and thecandi-
date position. The quantized radius will serve to build up
a list of candidates, or to indicate thate was on the border
of the encoded mesh in which casee is removed from the
active border. Then the candidatew is identified by its po-
sition inside the candidates list. The decoder then attaches
the trianglee � w and adds its edges to the active border
(algs.1 and 2).

Quantized radius. The decoder has to choose which ver-
texw of the encoded mesh was adjacent toe. This informa-
tion is encoded by the index ofw inside a list of candidates.
This list could be the list of all vertices, but that would be
too expensive. In order to minimize the number of elements
of the candidate list and the time used to create that list, the
geometric criterionG(e, w) of w is quantized and encoded.
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Algorithm 1 GEncode
1: priority queueq // q ordered by edge length
2: q.enqueue( edges of the first triangle )
3: while NOT q.empty() do // main loop
4: e := q.top() // the longest edge of the border
5: w such thate�w is a triangle and NOTw.encoded()
6: r := G(e, w) // ρ(e � w)/length(e)
7: [Gmin,Gmax] := quantize(r) // quantization interval
8: encodeGmax // encodes the quantized radius
9: candidates := select( bsp,e, [Gmin,Gmax] ) // looks

in the binary space partition for candidates
10: sort (candidates,G ) // optimal G(e � w) first
11: encode( position ofw in candidates ) //candidate #
12: q.enqueue( edges ofe � w �= e ) // front update
13: end while

Algorithm 2 GDecode
1: priority queueq // q ordered by edge length
2: q.enqueue( edges of the first triangle )
3: while NOT q.empty() do // main loop
4: e := q.top() // the longest edge of the border
5: decodeGmax // decodes the quantized radius
6: candidates := select( bsp,e, [Gmin,Gmax] ) // looks

in the binary space partition for candidates
7: sort (candidates,G ) // optimal G(e � w) first
8: w = decode( position in candidates ) //candidate #
9: add trianglee � w // advancing front

10: q.enqueue( edges ofe � w �= e ) // front update
11: end while

If the edgee was on the border of the original mesh, a spe-
cific symbol is encoded. In the implementation, the binary
space partition of the geometric encoding is used to accel-
erate the search for candidates.

Candidate position. The quantized radius is just an inter-
val [Gmin,Gmax] that containsG(e, w). The decoder then
enumerates all the candidatesvi /∈ e that could fit in this
interval : G(e, vi) ∈ [Gmin,Gmax], and order this list of
candidates byG: G(e, vi) < G(e, vi+1) (fig. 10). For typi-
cal meshes, this ordering lowers drastically the entropy.

Manifoldness restriction. If we know the original mesh
was a manifold, we can remove from the list the candidates
that would create a non–manifold triangulation, i.e. the ver-
tices that are not in the active border. Moreover, once an
edge of the active border has been processed, it can safely be
removed from the active border, as it has either been marked
as a border edge or is already bounding two triangles.

(a)# candidates (b) candidate position

Figure 9. The quantization of the geometrical
criterion affects the entropy of the candidate
position.

Quantization for the Ball Pivoting criterion. We would
like our encoding algorithm to compress better the output
of reconstruction algorithms. For example, each triangle of
a mesh reconstructed by the Ball Pivoting Algorithm min-
imizes the geometric criterionG(e, w) = ρ(e � w). The
radius can then be quantized in a more efficient manner by
consideringG(e, w) = ρ(e � w)/length(e) (fig. 11). As
ρ is the circumradius,ρ(e � w) > 1

2 length(e). Moreover,
with this quantization, the candidates can be searched only
in a ball centred of radius

√
3 · Gmax at the midpoint ofe.

The radius is then quantized in an exponential manner, with
a parameterk that, experimentally, was optimum around7:

q(e, w) =
⌈
log2

(k ρ(e � w)
length(e)

− k

2
)⌉

, k = 7.

This quantization is actually a trade–off between an ex-
pensive coding of the radius, which could identify com-

candidate #3

would create a non–

manifold

vertices out of range

candidate #1

candidate #2

G(e, w)
e

w

Figure 10. Candidate selection from a given
geometric criterion (here the circumradius).
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(a) edge length (b) circumradius (c) quantized radius (d) circumradius

Figure 11. Whereas the circumradius of a simple mesh has a high entropy (a), its circumradius divided
by the edge length (b) has a very low entropy and can be efficiently quantized (c). However, when
some of the triangles an edge to a distant vertex, as in (d), their quantization become expensive.

pletely the vertex and reduce the candidate position (fig. 9),
and no quantization of the radius which will slow the coders
and increase the entropy of the candidate position. Note
that if the mesh was reconstructed by theball Pivoting Al-
gorithm, the quantized radius takes a unique value, and the
right candidate is always the first one. The connectivity is
thus compressed with0 byte.

Figure 12. Traversal of a sphere and of a Klein
bottle models, from cold to hot colours: good
orders can improve the compression.

Traversal strategy. These kinds of optimizations actually
depend of which edge of the active border is chosen at each
step. In particular for the Ball Pivoting case, the radius will
be better quantized if the length of the active edge is bigger,
as it optimizes the entropy ofG(e, w) = ρ(e�w)/length(e)
(fig. 12).

3.3. GEncoding in higher dimension

The algorithm we described here actually works for sim-
plicial manifolds of any dimensiond, and the generality of
the geometry encoder allows working in any co–dimension.
The algorithm is exactly the same: a firsts–simplex is en-

coded, and all its bounding (d−1)–simplices are enqueued
in the active border priority queue.

For the Restricted Ball Pivoting case [20], this queue is
sorted by the volume of the (d−1)–simplex. For each ac-
tive (d−1)–simplexτ , the radius of the uncoded incident
d–simplexσ = τ � w divided by the volume ofτ is quan-
tized and coded. In dimension greater than3, the volume of
a simplex can be computed using the Cayley–Menger de-
terminant [5]. This determinant can be used to compute the
circumradius of the simplex [5], but the computation in high
dimensions is expensive and our implementation substitutes
it for dimension greater than4 by the volume.

Based on that radius, the coder builds up a list of can-
didates, using the binary space partition to optimize the
search. The position ofw in that list is then coded. When
the mesh is known to be a manifold, vertices that are not part
of the active border are not considered as valid candidates,
and the (d−1)–simplices are considered only once.

3.4. GEncoding non–manifold objects

The encoding of non–manifold triangulations (as on
fig.1) which are pure complex functions exactly as de-
scribed in the previous section, without the manifoldness
restrictions. The special symbol for border (d−1)–simplices
at the radius quantization step is used to tell the decoder that
the active (d−1)–simplex has no more incidentd–simplex.

For non–pure triangulations, i.e. simplicial complexes
of dimensiond ≥ 2 having non–pure simplices of dimen-
sionk < d not bounding any simplex, the situation is quite
more delicate. We encode first the pure partKd of the com-
plex, i.e. all the simplices of dimensiond, with the above
technique. Then, we consider all the non–pure simplices
of dimensiond−1 as a new non–manifold triangulation to
encode, considering the border ofKd as the active border.
This procedure then repeats for dimensiond−1, until reach-
ing dimension 1.
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4. Results and comparisons

Geometry Connectivity
animal 19.343 1.980
art 19.561 1.491
cad 18.566 1.682
math 21.499 1.996
medical 21.220 2.411
scans 18.639 1.372
original 19.334 2.246
re–meshed 18.882 1.269
all 19.089 1.717

Table 1. GEncode compression ratio, in bits
per vertex. These results are an average over
200 models, grouped by category.

GEncode intends to compress better meshes that have
a nice geometry. In the case of the Ball Pivoting crite-
rion, this means that the simplices should be as equilat-
eral as possible, or at least a sub–triangulation of a Delau-
nay polyhedron. This is the case of reconstruction algo-
rithm [4] or some techniques of re–meshing [2]. The re-
sults of tab. 1 shows this behaviour stands in practice, as the
re–meshed models and the scans sculptures are better com-
pressed than the other models (fig.13). Although most of
the results presented here are surfaces, the algorithm has
been implemented for any dimension and co–dimension.
The only two features that were not implemented in high
dimension are the non–pure compression and the manifold-
ness recognition (which is a NP–hard problem). We did not
have enough geometrical models in high dimension to make
a valid benchmark.

The compressor compares nicely to existing compres-
sion scheme, although it is able to compress a wider range
of models. Tab. 2 details some comparisons with the Edge-

Figure 13. Candidate position for scanned
models: the connectivity is encoded almost
at zero rate: # is not transmitted, and thus
almost only 0 codes are encoded.

breaker algorithm [22, 18, 16] for the meshes illustrating
this work. These comparisons were made using the par-
allelogram prediction for the Edgebreaker, with the same
quantization for the vertices (12 bits per coordinate). We
are aware that many techniques improved on this parallel-
ogram prediction [8]. As the difference is tight, the per-
formance of connectivity–driven algorithm could best this
current version of GEncode for surfaces. However, we be-
lieve that there are many open directions to improve this
new scheme that will maintain it competitive.

5. Future works

Figure 14. Number of candidates: with the
Ball Pivoting criterion, CAD models are com-
pressed faster if re–meshed.

This work provides a geometry–driven compression
scheme that compresses efficiently meshes resulting from
expensive processing, in particular scanned and re–meshed
models. This scheme actually encodes also nicely more
general models, and compares nicely to the existing com-
pression schemes for the case of surfaces. Moreover, it gen-
eralizes easily to arbitrary dimension and arbitrary ambient
space dimension, and to singular topological models.

The geometrical criterion of the algorithm is fundamen-
tal for the compression and we can certainly improve it or
combine it with other criteria. For example for the CAD
models (fig. 14), the edge length could serve as a switch be-
tween criteria (fig. 15), which allows using different ones
jointly. This work extends in a straightforward manner for
non–simplicial meshes with convex cells. But we plan to
extend it first to progressive and multi–resolution meshes,
not directly based on the k–d tree hierarchy, as existing
methods gave poor visual results [9, 15].
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